Accurate short-term load forecasting is essential for efficient operation of the power sector. Predicting load at a fine granularity such as individual households or buildings is challenging due to higher volatility and uncertainty in the load. In aggregate loads such as at grids level, the inherent stochasticity and fluctuations are averaged-out, the problem becomes substantially easier. We propose an approach for short-term load forecasting at individual consumers (households) level, called Forecasting using Matrix Factorization (FMF). FMF does not use any consumers' demographic or activity patterns information. Therefore, it can be applied to any locality with the readily available smart meters and weather data. We perform extensive experiments on three benchmark datasets and demonstrate that FMF significantly outperforms the computationally expensive state-of-the-art methods for this problem. We achieve up to 26.5% and 24.4% improvement in RMSE over Regression Tree and Support Vector Machine, respectively and up to 36% and 73.2% improvement in MAPE over Random Forest and Long Short-Term Memory neural network, respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION
P REDICTING electricity demand is a fundamental task in power systems management. Over or under-estimating the demand may result in grid-instability and sub-optimal utilization of resources resulting in high economic cost. Long Term Load Forecasting (a few months to a year) is needed for power system infrastructure planning. However, operational decisions for smart grids have to be made within a short time and require Short Term Load Forecasting (STLF) (a few hours to days). Renewable energy resources are inherently intermittent in nature, with their increasing integration in the energy mix, STLF becomes more important.
Load forecasting can be categorized based on the spatial granularity of forecast, ranging from large scale (e.g. feeders or grids level) to fine scale (e.g. individual consumers or households level). Households' load profiles have high fluctuations and uncertainties that tend to average out at larger scales. This makes large scale load forecasting relatively simpler [1] . A wide variety of methods have been proposed for STLF at large scales. These methods apply statistical and machine learning techniques on historical load data to predict (total) load of all consumers [2] . However, efficient and accurate load forecasting for short term and at a fine scale is pivotal for demand response programs [1] , peak shaving [2] , dynamic pricing [3] and soft load-shedding schemes [4] , [5] . S. Ali, H. Mansoor, I. Khan and N. Arshad are with department of computer science, Lahore University of Management Sciences, Pakistan M. A. Khan is with department of telecommunication, Hazara University, Pakistan S. Faizullah is with department of computer science, Islamic University, KSA E-mail: {16030030; 16060061; imdad.khan; naveedarshad}@lums.edu.pk; asadkhan@hu.edu.pk; safi@iu.edu.sa
With the increasing availability of short duration Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) data for individual consumers, there is an increasing research interest in STLF at consumers level. Forecasting at small scales is more challenging due to the interplay of many factors [6] , [7] . Most of these factors are unknown or hard to measure, such as number, demographics, and daily schedules of occupants of a household. Authors in [6] argue that the level of aggregation is inversely proportional to the forecasting error. As the level of aggregation decreases, the forecasting error increases.
Most recent works on STLF group consumers into clusters based on their load profiles (hourly AMI readings) and sociological data (obtained from surveys). Then load of each cluster is predicted using machine learning techniques [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] . The survey data is not necessarily reliable when available and limits the applicability of the methods to a particular locality. Moreover, total load of a cluster is smoother and less volatile ( Figure 1 ), hence easier to forecast. Total hourly load of all households for the same day.
In this paper, we propose an algorithm called Forecasting using Matrix Factorization (FMF) for hour-ahead load forecasting at individual consumers level. We first apply data transformation on past load values to reduce skew in the data. Using matrix factorization, we map each time-stamp (hour) into a feature space based on consumers behavior and weather information in that hour. Hours are then clustered into groups in this feature space. Finally, to predict a consumer load at a query hour, we find clusters of hours in the past data that are 'most similar' to the query hour and report an 'average' of the consumers loads in those clusters. Evaluating on three benchmark datasets from Sweden, Ireland, and Australia, we demonstrate that FMF significantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods in most cases. Key features of FMF are as follows:
• FMF is a simple data analytics based approach that does not use any non-calendar attributes (demographics etc.) and can be applied to any locality. It only utilizes the readily available hourly AMI and weather data. • FMF takes less computational time compared to other machine learning techniques (LSTM, Random Forest, Regression Tree etc.), hence it is more suitable for STLF.
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• FMF works at any level of user specified granularity, both in the temporal and spatial dimensions. • FMF substantially outperforms several baseline and stateof-the-art methods in terms of standard error parameters. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We provide a brief review of existing methods for STLF in Section II. In Section III we describe the FMF scheme. Section IV contains datasets description and experimental setup. Results of empirical evaluation and comparisons of FMF are reported in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Short term load forecasting at a system or subsystem level is well explored in the literature. Radial base function (RBF) neural network is proposed in [12] for STLF for households, which are grouped based on location, nature, and size of loads. In [13] k-nearest neighbors based algorithm is used to forecast day-ahead loads of groups of consumers. A framework using wavelet transform and Bayesian neural network for STLF at system level is proposed in [14] . A time series method using intra-day and intra-week seasonal cycles is proposed in [15] for forecasting country loads few minutes ahead. In [16] , stochastic characteristics of electric consumption in France are utilized to predict short term total load.
A wide variety of methods utilize the increasingly available AMI data from individual consumers to enhance STLF at system level. The general idea is to cluster similar consumers into groups, predict total loads of each group, and aggregate the predictions to obtain the total load forecast. For cluster loads prediction machine learning techniques such as Random Forest, Neural Networks and deep learning are used. Clustering is accomplished based on similarities in load profiles (consumers' AMI readings) [10] and consumers demographic information [11] . Practice theory of human behavior is incorporated for improved clustering [17] , resulting in accuracy boost for dayahead system level load forecast. STLF at individual consumers level is significantly more challenging due to high volatility and variability in load profiles. The classical methods treat each consumers' data as a stationary time series for prediction. Time series methods for STLF use Kalman filter [18] , advanced statistical techniques [19] and the standard ARIMA forecasting models [2] . This simple approach, however, does not capture the complex nonlinear relationship between electricity consumption and periodic routines of household residents [8] . However, it has been shown [20] that time series based methods hardly beat persistent forecast (using previous hour load value as forecast for the next hour).
Machine learning methods, such as Neural Networks (NN), Recursive Neural Networks (RNN), Support Vector Regression (SVR) yield better accuracies in STLF, particularly at household level. A Pooling based Deep Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is proposed in [2] to predict individual households loads and improve upon the accuracy of ARIMA, SVR, and RNN. Similarly, [1] used LSTM network along with density based clustering for household load forecasting. Authors in [21] used a factored conditional restricted Boltzmann machine for load forecasting of buildings and showed improvement over SVM and NN.
Hybrid methods for household level STLF incorporate additional activities patterns information (survey, demographic information etc.) to improve household load forecast [22] , [9] . However, the activities patterns information is not available in many cases.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we present our approach, FMF for STLF at consumers level. FMF takes as input the load matrix X ∈ R m×n , with rows and columns corresponding to m hours and n consumers, respectively. The entry X(i, j) is the electricity consumption of consumer j at hour i. FMF broadly performs the following steps: It first preprocesses the data to improve its statistical properties. We split X into two submatrices A and B. A consists of the first m 1 rows and is used as training data. The matrix B, consisting of the last m 2 = m − m 1 rows of X, is used for testing. We map hours of A into a low-dimensional feature space based on the overall consumption patterns. In this feature space, hours of A are clustered. The forecast for B(i, j) is an 'average' of consumer j's loads in the t clusters of hours of A that are the most 'similar' to the query hour i. However, clusters are in a loads-based feature space and hour i is in the testing period, we cannot use loads values at hour i. We, therefore, find a common representation both for testing hours and clusters of training hours based only on the calendar and weather attributes of hours. Similarities between query hours and clusters are evaluated with this representation. We provide details of each step below.
A. Data Preprocessing
The load values in X are for individual consumers and a short duration; majority are very low values. Hence there is a significant right skew and variations in the data. We perform the standard q th root transformation on X as a preprocessing step i.e. every value X(i, j) is replaced with X(i, j) 1 q . For notational convenience, the transformed matrix is still denoted by X. The skew and effect of transformation are depicted in Figure 2 showing loads histogram at a randomly chosen hour. Observe that a large number of values are very close to 0 before transformation and that the transformed data is more normally distributed. We apply the corresponding reverse transformation after forecasting the load and report our forecast and its error in the original units.
B. Dimensionality Reduction and Clustering of Training Hours
To incorporate weather information, we append each row (hour) of X with values of temperature, wind speed, and humidity at that hour. We still denote this new m × (n + 3) dimensional matrix by X. As outlined above, we split X into two matrices training matrix A and testing matrix B of dimensions m 1 × (n + 3) and m 2 × (n + 3), respectively.
Our goal is to cluster hours of A based on overall consumption behavior and evaluate similarity between a testing hour and a cluster of training hours. Note that each hour of A is (potentially) very high dimensional (n + 3). In such high dimensional space, no notion of pairwise similarities (and thus clustering) is very meaningful (curse of dimensionality). Forecasting accuracy, however, critically depends on the quality of clusterings.
To deal with this problem, we reduce dimensionality of the matrix A. Note that entries of A are at different scales and measured in different units for load values and weather attributes. We apply max-min normalization on every column of A so as the normalized matrix, A , contains unitless quantities on the [0 − 1] scale.
For dimensionality reduction, we use the following fundamental results on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) from linear algebra [c.f. [23] ].
Theorem 1: Suppose Z is an a × b real matrix with rank r. Then there exists a factorization Z = U ΣV T such that • U is a a × r matrix of orthonormal rows • Σ is a diagonal matrix (r×r) of non-negative real numbers • V is a b × r matrix of orthonormal rows The rows of U Σ and columns of ΣV T represent rows and columns of Z, respectively, in a hidden feature space (latent factors on which the data varies). The relevance of features is quantified by the singular values (Σ). For d ≤ r, let Σ d be the d × d diagonal matrix of Σ consisting of the largest singular values (these singular values contain maximum weight/energy in Σ [24] ). Let U d and V d be the submatrices of U and V consisting of the d columns corresponding to values in Σ d .
T approaches Z as d approaches r and is called low rank approximation of Z.
We apply SVD on A to get A = U ΣV T and consider its approximation
Each coordinate (columns) of H is a feature of hours based on the overall consumption patterns and weather information in A .
Using the k-means algorithm we find a clustering C = {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C r } of training hours (rows of H). Each cluster C i contains hours that are substantially similar to each other by overall consumption patterns and weather.
C. Calendar Attributes Based Feature Map
We use rows of H as representation of corresponding hours of A in order to avoid the curse of dimensionality and improved clustering. To predict the ith row of B, we identify hours of A (represented by clusters in C) that are most similar to the query hour i and report an average of consumers' loads in those clusters. The only information of a query hour we can use is its calendar and weather attributes, i.e. time, day, month, and temperature etc. On the other hand, attributes of clusters of training hours (columns of H) are based on overall consumers' loads and weather at those hours.
For common representation of an hour and a cluster of hours, we use a 79-dimensional vector, v(·). The first 24 coordinates of v(·) (v(·)[0 . . . 23]) correspond to the 24 hours in a day. The next 7 coordinates represent the days of a week and the 31 coordinates after them represent days of a month. The following 12 coordinates stand for months of a year. The 74th and 75th coordinates are for encoding public holidays. Finally, the 76th, 77th and 78th coordinates represent temperature, wind speed and humidity, respectively.
For a given hour h (a time-stamp with associated calendar and weather information), the value of v(h) at a coordinate is one if h has the corresponding attribute. See Figure 3 (a) for an example hour and its vector representation.
For
See Figure 3 (b) for an example. Figure 4 depicts three randomly chosen clusters and shows that clustering rows of H is meaningful and successfully avoids curse of dimensionality. The first cluster (a) contains the winter night hours (12AM to 8AM ) of one whole week. Since it is the cluster of night hours during winter, the temperature (third last bar) is low. The second cluster (b) is for day hours of summer weekends, while the last cluster (c) is for evening hours of winter weekends. It is evident in Figure 4 that hours with expected similar consumption patterns and weather tend to be grouped in same clusters.
Note that we perform clustering only once and the same clusters are used to predict the entire test matrix B.
D. Forecasting the Load
To predict B(i, j), we report an 'average' of consumer j th 's loads in the clusters of hours in A that are most similar to the query hour i. For this, we need a measure of distance, d(h, C) between an hour h and a cluster C. Since, the vector representation v(h) of the hour h and v(C) encodes different attributes of h and C related to time, day, month and weather etc. We define d(h, C) to be a weighted sum of the l p -distance between corresponding attributes of h and C.
More precisely, let d[q] be the absolute difference be- 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0 1 0 30 37 61 1 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 1 · · · · · · 0 1 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 1 0 (1) The similarity, sim(h, C) between an hour h and a cluster C is given by
To predict B(i, j), we find a subset C ⊂ C of t clusters that have the highest similarity with the hour i and report the similarity-weighted mean of the median consumption of consumer j in these t cluster. In other words, FMF computes a forecast B (i, j) for the load B(i, j) as follows
E. Time Complexity Analysis
The running time of the preprocessing is clearly linear in the size of input. The training matrix A has dimensions m 1 ×n, we perform SVD on A that takes O(min(m 1 n 2 , m 2 1 n)) time [24] . The next step of the algorithm is clustering training hours. The standard k-means algorithm takes time proportional to O(nrI), where r is the number of clusters and I is the number of iterations of the k-means algorithm. Note that these t-nearest neighbors are found for each hour only, not for individual consumers, i.e. for every row of B we perform this step only once. Therefore, the total time required for all nearest neighbors computations is O(m 2 rt). Thus the total running time of all these steps is O(min(m 1 n 2 , m 2 1 n)+nrI +m 2 rt), where r, t, I are user set parameters and usually small constants. Hence the time complexity is dominated by the SVD step.
To make a forecast we need to compute the medians in each nearest cluster and report an average, thus the worst-case runtime of a forecast is O(m 1 ).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section, we describe the three benchmark datasets that we used for evaluating FMF and our experimental setup. We also discuss baseline and state-of-the-art methods for STLF, which are used for comparison with FMF. Our code is implemented in Matlab and Python on a core i7 PC with 8GB memory, and 500GB storage.
A. Dataset Description and Performance Measure
We use real-world smart meter data of hourly consumption from different areas of Sweden [25] , [26] , [5] , Australia [7] and Ireland [27] . In the literature, generally one dataset is used for evaluation and comparisons. In order to compare our method with most recent techniques we perform evaluation on all three. Table I Existing methods test forecasting accuracies through various measures, for comparability we report the following error metrics: Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [2] , Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) [1] , Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) [7] and Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE).
B. Hyperparameters for FMF
As described in Section III, FMF uses several hyperparameters. FMF is sensitive to these parameters in terms of forecasting accuracy. From all the datasets, we use data of first 18 months in our experiments. Out of these 18 months data, the first m 1 = 8760 hours (12 months) are used as training data. The succeeding m 2 = 4104 hours (6 months) are used as test data. For hyperparameters other than n (number of consumers), m, m 1 , and m 2 , we use standard validation set approach [28] . We apply grid search [29] to find optimal set of values with MAPE as an error metric. Hyperparameters values yielding minimum MAPE are given in Table II Note that we should select the number of singular values d of Σ for SVD which makes up atleast 90% of the weight/energy in Σ [24] . We select d such that it retains almost 99% energy of the Σ matrix for Sweden (300) and Ireland (300) dataset while 100% energy for Australia (34) dataset (recall that d ≤ n). In order to perform clustering on the dimensionality reduced data, we use k-means++ algorithm [30] . To avoid local minima, we replicate the clustering 1000 times and select the most accurate partition [31] .
C. Existing Methods Used for Comparison
We compare results of FMF with 3 existing works for STLF. The first method proposed in [1] (T rans.onSmart Grid 2019) uses LSTM for STLF at household level using a dataset from Australia. The second method proposed in [7] (Applied Energy 2017) proposed STLF method for individual households using the same Australia dataset, which we use. The third work devised in [11] (e-Energy 2018) proposes a cluster based technique for STLF, which groups the households and forecasts load for these groups using Ireland dataset, which we also use. Since majority of the literature uses ARIMA as a baseline [2] , we also use it for comparison with FMF. We reimplemented LSTM [1] (2019) and RF [11] (2018) using the hyperparameters setting as described in the respective papers to make a fair comparison. Moreover, in case of [7] (2017) and [11] (2018), we use the same datasets and results as reported by their authors for comparison with FMF.
A technique for STLF for individual households is proposed in [2] (2018), however, we do not make comparison with it due to the unavailability of the dataset and code.
FMF is not compared with Persistent Forecast (PF) because it is not applicable in our settings. The PF is applied in the scenario where only one hour ahead forcasting is required. In this case, previous hour load value is taken as PF value while we are predicting hourly load for next 6 months.
D. Implementation Details of Existing Techniques
A separate model is learned for each household in case of ARIMA and RF while single model is learned for all households in case of LSTM due to its computational complexity. Implementation details of these techniques are described as under.
1) ARIMA: The input parameters for ARIMA are the maximum and minimum number of autoregressive terms (p), the maximum and the minimum number of nonseasonal differences needed for stationarity (q), and the maximum and minimum number of lagged forecast errors (d). The output is an ARIMA model fitted according to Akaike Information Criterion. We select d = 0, minimum p = 1, maximum p = 5, minimum q = 1, maximum q = 5. We fit Seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA), which is more suitable due to capturing seasonal information, SARIM A(p, q, d)(P, Q, D, S). The value of S is 24 because of seasonality effect. Maximum P and maximum Q values are taken as 2, and maximum D value is taken as 0.
2) Random Forest: RF has been successfully used in [11] for STLF on clusters of households with accurate results motivating us to compare it with FMF. Two essential hyperparameters for RF are 'maximum attributes used in the individual tree' and the 'total number of trees', which are tuned using the validation set. As we increase the number of trees, the error starts decreasing, as shown in Figure 5 (b). Due to computational constraints, we select 100 trees, and the maximum attributes used in each decision tree are 29. This attributes count is chosen using the grid search on the validation set with mean squared error (MSE) as error metric. In Figure  5 (a) , MSE has the least value against the attribute count of 29. Since RF is invariant to scaling, we used Table III Table III . The number of previous time stamps used in the forcasting is 6. Furthermore, MSE with Adam optimizer [32] is used to perform training for 100 epochs. Since LSTM contains a large number of weights, learning these weights requires huge data. We test separate LSTM models on individual households and a single model on all 
V. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
In this section, we show forecasting results of FMF for hourly households loads and perform comparison with existing methods. We also demonstrate the effectiveness of FMF for predicting loads for groups (clusters) of households (aggregated load) and loads for the longer time period ranging from a couple of hours to the whole day. Table IV shows the comparison of different techniques with FMF in terms of average error over all households and hours. Note that MAPE is on the higher side (e.g. > 20) for all techniques because of variability in a load of the individual household. Since the actual load values of all datasets are very close to 0 (see Table I ), even a slightly prediction error results in a higher MAPE. However, RMSE, NRMSE, and MAE values in Table IV are small. This shows that the actual and predicted loads are closer to each other, proving that high MAPE is acceptable.
Results in Figure 6 shows the MAPE comparison of FMF with LSTM, RF, and ARIMA with increasing hours aggregation. It is clear that with no hour aggregation (when x-axis value is 1), FMF is better than RF and ARIMA on all datasets. In terms of MAPE, FMF as compared to LSTM yields better results on Ireland dataset, is comparable on Sweden dataset and performs slightly worse on Australia dataset. However, LSTM start performing worse as we increase hours aggregation. Another advantage that FMF has over LSTM is that LSTM is much more costly than FMF in terms of runtime. The runtime analysis of FMF is given Section III-E. A common question arises after evaluating the results of three datasets is that why the error values of one dataset are different from the other. One thing we observe from the experiments is that if the load values of households are on the higher side, our algorithm tends to perform better and vice versa. The reason behind this behavior is the stochasticity, which increases as the load value decreases. This also proves our claim that predicting aggregated load is easier because it averages out almost all the stochasticity and variability in the load of individual households. Table I shows the average and standard deviation of the load of three datasets. We can see that the average load is maximum for Sweden dataset, hence we got the minimum MAPE for it as compared to other datasets as given in Table IV . The average load of households for the Australia dataset is minimum among the three datasets, which is why we got the maximum MAPE for this dataset.
We observe in Table IV that the MAPE is high because of a few outliers. Note that we choose to present most of the results in terms of MAPE because of its sensitivity towards the error. This sensitivity allows us to analyze our approach in detail. Figure 7 (a) shows the absolute percentage error of a randomly chosen household for all hours in the test set, and (b) percentage error of all households for a single randomly chosen hour (Sweden dataset). We can see in the Figure that outliers' effect increases the overall error. Our actual prediction error is not very high if we do not consider those outliers. The outlier effect shows similar behavior for other datasets as well.
STLF method for individual household is proposed by [7] (2017) with fine granularity forecasting (30 min ahead) using different machine learning methods (Multiple Linear Regression "MLR", Regression Tree "RT", Support Vector Machine "SVM", and Neural Network "NN"). To compare our technique with [7] , we used the same Australian dataset with 30 minute interval load of 34 households. The authors in [7] used 28 days for testing and all remaining data for training (˜2.5 years). The test data consists of randomly selected weeks in September (2012), December (2012), March (2013), June (2013). We follow the same setting for test dataset selection to compare FMF with [7] . We used the previous 2 years load for training. Also, we do not use any non-calendar attribute (i.e. survey, demographic data, etc.). The results of FMF and those given in [7] are reported in Table V . We can see that FMF achieves improvement of up to 26.5% in case of RMSE and 94.1% in case of NRMSE. Note that we use the error values computed in [7] as-it-is from their paper rather than re-implementing their approach. [7] .
A. Evaluation of Aggregated Forecast
A method for STLF for clusters of households (forecasting the aggregate) is proposed in [11] (2018).To compare our approach with [11] , we followed the same train-validationtest split setting (9 month, 3 month, 6 month respectively) for the Ireland dataset. We aggregated the households by first applying SVD on training data and then apply clustering. We tried different number of clusters varying from 2 to 7. Then we apply FMF on aggregated households load to forecast the load in test set. Now, we demonstrate the effect of aggregation on FMF by first aggregating the forecast, and then by forecasting the aggregate.
1) Aggregating the Forecast: In this setting, we first forecast the load and then aggregate it to compute the error. This error is computed after taking the sum of predicted load of all households (aggregating the forecast) for each hour (column sum of testing matrix) and compute error by comparing them with an actual aggregated load. If we aggregate the forecasted load, the MAPE decreases. We got 18.1, 16.6, and 20 MAPE for Sweden, Ireland, and Australia dataset respectively. As aggregation increases the load value, the MAPE of even 5% is too much in terms of absolute difference. But in the case of the individual household forecast, the MAPE of 50% means that if the actual load value is 0.5, then we are predicting 0.75. This shows that at the individual household level, even MAPE of 50% is still minimal in terms of absolute difference. This behavior depicts that our results for the hour-ahead individual household load forecast are acceptable as given in Table IV .
2) Forecasting the Aggregate: In this scenario, we first aggregate hours and households and then forecast the aggregated load using FMF approach. Figure 8 shows the effect of household clustering and hours sum on MAPE error for all three datasets. The legends in Figure 8 represents the number of clusters in which households are divided. For the different number of clusters, we report the impact of hours aggregation (consecutive hours sum) on MAPE. We can see from Figure 8 that forecasting the aggregate helps to reduce the error in most of the cases. The error values show some variations, but overall the error reduces as we aggregate the hours and households. The spikes in some cases are due to randomness in the load consumption of households.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed a simple method, FMF for short-term load forecasting at household level. Our most significant contribution is the high accuracy at the household level and the general applicability of our technique. We show that FMF outperforms several baselines and state-of-the-art methods. Potential future work is to combine FMF with existing machine learning methods in an ensemble based approach.
